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AUTOMOBILE SERVICING AND MAINTENANCE
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In.r.o.

PART - A

(Maximum marks : l0)

I Answer the following questions in one or two sentences. Each question canies
2 marks.

1. State 2 sources of cylinder leakage.

2. Identify the purpose of engine tune up.

3. Enumerate the effects of a small gap of contact breaker than specified.

4. Define clutch slip.

5. Define brake binding (5x2=10)

PART - B

Maximum marlcs : 30)

II Answer arry five of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marks.

l. List the effects of running engine being too hot.

2. concise the factors influencing arc across the spark plug gap in a spark
ignition engine.

3. 'Locate 
causes for no suction at the inlet and no fuel supply from A/c

mechanical fuel pump.

4. outline the steps adopted for complete overhauling of propeller shaft.

5. List and explain any 4 reasons for axle failure.

6. Underline the brake servicing steps.

7. Discuss causes for brake fade condition. (5x6=30)
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PART - C

(Ma,rimum marks : 60)

(Answer one fril question from each unit. Each full question canies 15 mmks.)
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I

(a) Explain the causes of engine vibration.

(b) List and explain the steps involved in engine overhauling.

On

(a) Describe the reasons for black smoke from engine.

(b) Explain the reasons for valve sticking condition.

Uxrl- II

Describe the procedure for trouble shooting no spark at any of the spark
plug wires.

On

Describe the procedure for diesel fuel injection pump element output calibration.

UNrr - III

(a) List and explain wheel and tyre troubles and causes.

(b) Illustrate the advantages of pre-cure retreading of tyre.

Or<

VIII List the major troubles related to automobile gear box, explain causes and

l5their remedies.

UNn - IV

D( (a) Explain general inspections to be made on front suspehsion.

(b) List common indications for shock absorber failure.

On

List and explain the trouble shooting chart for steering mechanism.
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